Ironically, many of the clients are driven out not only by the inappropriate design of the MFIs' loan products but also by the unwillingness of MFIs to recognize that (particularly in rural areas) there are seasons when not credit but savings services are required. Thus clients are forced either to take a loan and try (against the odds) to service it despite the low-season, or to leave the MFIs' programme. And all the while, their need for savings services is simply unmet and ignored by the MFIs.
The irony of this situation was that the genesis of microfinance in Bangladesh was originally driven by an extensive programme of careful market and operations research designed to understand the needs of the clients and how to best respond to these. Professor Yunus' work with his students at Chittagong University in the village of Jobra in 1976 was quintessential market research.
We Are Not Alone: The Financial Landscape Another common belief amongst MFIs is that they are "the only game in town", and the only source of financial services for poor people. In this belief they are invariably wrong. Long before any formal financial service provider started, poor (and less poor) people had developed their own methods for storing money. It is essential that MFIs understand not only the competition in the formal and semi-formal sectors but also, and above all, the competition in the informal sector, which will probably be the most important of all three sectors for poorer people.
Diversified and Informal Prudence
Like many women in Tanzania, Prudence, belongs to more than one Rotating Savings Credit Association (ROSCA). Prudence's first RoSCA involves four people and requires a daily contribution of $0.29 per person. The daily contribution goes to one person for a whole month in rotation. The monthly aggregate "prize" is $26.57. Her second ROSCA or kibati consists of four people and requires a $2.90 weekly contribution per person resulting in $11.57 "prize" per week. "I like the first one better because it forces me to put aside that amount everyday," she says, "Other women save much more this way."
In addition, Prudence belongs to an Accumulating Savings Credit Association (ASCA), known as a kibindo, organised within her 40-member MFI solidarity group. The weekly contribution to Prudence's kibindo is just over a dollar. Kibindo members take loans for a variety of reasons that vary from meeting emergency and consumption needs, responding to business opportunities, or simply paying the MFI's weekly loan instalment. The loan sizes 3 range between around $5 and $250, attract 5% weekly interest rate and are repayable in three weeks. In an average cycle about 10 members out of 40 members in the MFI's centre will take a loan from the kibindo with some members borrowing more than once. The kibindo fund is distributed amongst the members just before Christmas each year -last year Prudence received $109: "It allowed our family to really enjoy the festive season."
Prudence also belongs to an informal insurance group organised along ethnic lines in order to cover funeral related expenses. This is extremely common and important amongst poor Tanzanians, especially for those who have to transport their dead to distant parts of the country. Prudence's group has approximately hundred members. Every member contributes $14.29 per month and is then assured of financing in the event of a funeral or a celebration within their immediate family. A rigorous background check is done on prospective members to establish their character prior to admittance to the group. "It is very important to get a decent burial in my tribe" she says, "this means taking the body to our land of origin. That is why I joined the group so that just in case of an emergency, I have a source of money and people to help me".
Prudence also has a small secret fund of cash (typically of around $3-5) that she keeps in her house to meet emergencies requiring rapid response. For longer-term savings, Prudence has a cow that is looked after by her brother back in her home village some 250 km from Dar-es-Salaam. "I have to think about when I am older and this is a start …"
The research of MicroSave (and many others throughout the developing world) indicates that the informal sector is far more vibrant than the formal or semi-formal financial sectors. It draws its appeal from some of the following features (Adams and Fitchett, 1992) :  the range of services provided especially small daily deposits, short-term loans, and small loans,  speed with which services are provided,  reciprocity, which is often a strong basis for financial transactions,  financial innovations that engender flexibility, speed and suppleness,  unwavering discipline because non-performance is quickly punished and borrowers have to earn their loans,  low transaction costs especially on the part of the borrower,  proximity of the service provider to the clients, and  savings as the basis of transactions and not subsidised outside cash.
They Are Not Homogeneous: Clients' Needs Are MFIs' Opportunities Implicit in MFIs' failure to assess the "financial landscape" and the potential market in order to develop products in response to clients needs is the assumption that microfinance clients worldwide are essentially homogenous. Essentially, a "one product fits all" approach continues to dominate the industry. This "monoproduct" culture serves, at best, a small section of micro-entrepreneurs -primarily those with regular and predictable cashflows that allow them to service the weekly repayment schedules. Typically, as a combination of restrictive regulatory environments, a perception that savings services cannot be delivered on a sustainable basis and failure to understand the potential market, MFIs restrict themselves to what are designed as working capital loans (and that are often used as consumer loans to finance school fees, respond to emergencies etc.).
In reality, the financial service needs of poor people are as diverse and complex as those of richer people. For forward-thinking MFIs, these needs represent opportunities that can be met on a profitable basis. (Rutherford, 1996b) Understanding and responding to these needs is more difficult than many MFIs believe. Throughout the industry, even once MFIs have outgrown the basic "blueprint replication" of Grameen or FINCA-inspired working capital loan products, there is a tendency to copy other ideas without fully understanding them or tailoring them to the market. Savings products are a case in point of this generalisation. The prevailing wisdom holds that poor people will need three basic types of savings product: the fully liquid (such as an open-access current account), the partially liquid (with restrictions on the number of withdrawals and a higher interest to recompense this) and the illiquid (such as a fixed or term deposit account). In reality, this varies substantially from market to market.
ASA's Discovery ASA in Bangladesh conducted limited market research and decided to offer the following products: 1. A current account 2. A contractual savings account (with savings instalments payable monthly) 3. A fixed deposit account The ways that ASA's clients used these accounts was instructive. There was almost no real demand for the fixed deposit account. There was substantial demand for the contractual savings account, but many clients preferred weekly instalments. The current accounts were used in a wide variety of ways but yielded a very low level of net savings deposits that ASA could use for on-lending. Most ASA clients' cash income was already encumbered by loan commitments and compulsory savings requirements, and thus the potential for mobilising savings from this group was limited.
It soon became clear that mass savings mobilisation would depend on ASA diversifying their client base by understanding and responding to the needs of people from a much broader range of socio-economic strata than they had typically served with their micro-loan products. In many Bangladeshi villages, for example, remittances from relatives working abroad are likely a very important source of cash income and thus potential savings.
A more extensive process of market research could have saved ASA the large amounts of time and energy they had put into reorganising their systems and rolling out these products. (Wright et al., 2000) What is Market Research? Market research is an activity designed to understand the environment in which the MFI is operating and to identify the needs of the MFI's clients and potential clients. Market research is usually conducted with a view to responding to those to the needs and opportunities by:  Improving current marketing/promotion/outreach activities;  Refining existing products;  Developing new products; and  Re-engineering delivery systems.
The Process of Market Research and Product Development
As can be seen from the above, market research usually results in a process of product refinement or development.
MicroSave uses the following flow-chart to illustrate this:
The MicroSave approach to this process is now in use in a wide variety of settings throughout the world. Under this approach, the definition of the research issue is usually driven by initial analysis of secondary data and then focuses the market research effort on the specific issues to be examined. This in turn allows the development of a qualitative market research plan typically involving a variety of qualitative research techniques including focus group discussions and Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA) sessions. The results of this work then allows the product development team to develop a product concept which is subjected to appropriate costing and pricing analysis to ready it for the process of refining the concept into a prototype. In some cases the product prototype is subjected to quantitative research to provide a final check of the marketability of the prototype before investing in the pilot test.
Currently MicroSave is using this approach with nine institutions in four countries: 
Strategy for Defining the Research Issue and Market Research
What?
The nature of market research that MFIs should conduct inevitably depends on the questions they wish to ask, which in turn depends on the nature and maturity of the MFI's programme. Table 1 analyses this issue. 
How?
There are many forms of market research and many differing sources of information. To understand these, it is perhaps best to think in terms of the source of information (internal or external to the MFI) and the nature of data or information (primary -requiring the MFI to go and collect the data; or secondary -requiring the MFI to review or re-analyse existing data). This is illustrated in Table 2 . 
When?
Differing MFIs have differing approaches to market research. Those that are committed to offering client-or market-driven financial services use a variety of market research tools in various combinations -and they are always collecting information in one form or another.
On-going activities and systems include:
 Simple questions on loan application or savings account opening forms,  Suggestion boxes in branches  Drop out questionnaires  Discussing client-focused information at staff meetings,  Monitoring of internal management/financial information and  Reviews of industry data/trends.
Periodic activities and systems are often activated in response to signals from the on-going systems and include:  Customer consultative groups,  Focus group discussions with clients, potential clients and drop outs,  3-6 question mini surveys and  Detailed competition analysis.
Who?
There are two alternative approaches to the periodic market research activities for MFIs: to do it "in-house" or to contract it out to a professional market research company. There are benefits and draw-backs to both and these is summarised in Table 3 . 
Developing the Product Concept
The development of the product concept is typically done through a mixture of brain-storming sessions on the basis of the results of the market research in order to develop ideas and then structuring these ideas for further analysis. Table 4 provides an example of how one MFI did this using MicroSave's Product Concept Design Matrix. The MicroSave Product Concept Design Matrix is based on the "8 Ps" commonly used by marketing experts -these are summarised in Table 5 .
It is important to have a good mixture of people involved in the concept development process in order to maximise the range of perspectives and understanding of the issues. Typically the team of 6-10 will include representatives from:  Front-line staff (credit officers/branch managers who deal directly with the clients on a day-to-day basis)  Marketing (especially those directly involved with the preceding market research) Our MFI (as relates to the other products currently offered by our MFIconsider cannibalisation!)
Proposed Product Concept
Core Product The reason why the customer pays money -a benefit (e.g., financial return, security) or the need it fulfils (e.g., liquidity, livelihood)
Needs and Wants
What is the unmet need or want? Easy to access, quickly disbursed loans to finance health, education and other "emergency"/consumer needs.
How are these needs being met by others?
Currently people go to friends and relatives (which is often embarrassing) or money lenders (which is expensivetypically 10% per month)
How are we addressing this need/want now, if at all? Around 75% of clients are diverting an average of 40% of their business/working capital loans to meet these emergency loans
Helping Hand Emergency Loan

Actual Product
The specific features that characterise what the customer is buying -including how it is designed (terms, interest rates, eligibility requirements) and packaged (length and clarity of the application, colour of the passbook)
Product Design
What terms/ conditions do the clients want? Loan size: Rp.500-5,000 
Proposed Product Concept
Augmented Product How the customer receives the product -the way in which it is delivered and serviced (application turnaround time, hours of operation, waiting room facilities, and customer service -in terms of friendliness, accessibility before and after the loan is closed; product knowledge of loan officers).
Promotion
How Includes specific product features, opening/minimum savings balances, liquidity/withdrawal terms, loan terms, ancillary services such as loan review and disbursement times, collateral or guarantees, amortization schedules, repayment structures (e.g. balloon payments or interest-free grace periods etc).
Price
Includes the interest rate, withdrawals costs, statement/ledger fees, loan fees, prepayment penalties, prompt payment incentives, transaction costs and other discounts.
Promotion
Includes advertising, public relations, direct marketing, publicity, and all aspects of sales communication.
Place
Refers to distribution and making sure that the product/service is available where and when it is wanted. This includes such options as outreach workers or agents, mobile bankers, ATMs, working with the informal sector financial services etc.
Positioning
Is the effort by the MFI to occupy a distinct competitive position in the mind of the target customer. This could be in terms of low transaction cost, low price, high quality, security of savings, quick turnaround time, professional service, etc. It is a perception.
Physical Evidence
Includes the presentation of the product: how the branch physically looks, whether it is tidy or dirty, newly painted or decaying, the appearance of the brochures, posters and passbooks etc.
People
Includes how the clients are treated by the people involved with delivering the product -in other words the staff of the MFI. It also includes recruitment, internal communications, performance monitoring and training. To get the best performance from staff, MFIs need to recruit the right staff then invest in training on customer service and in products, the MFIs' processes and procedures.
Process
Includes the way or system in which or through the product is delivered: how the transaction is processed and documented, the queues/waiting involved, the forms to be filled etc.
The involvement of the staff from finance is of critical importance since it is essential that the product concept be developed with a clear understanding of it potential direct and indirect costs, which in turn will allow the MFI to examine options for pricing it appropriately. This crucial product costing analysis is often simply not performed by MFIs.
Refining the Product Concept into a Prototype Ready for Pilot Testing
The product concept is then refined using a series of "mini focus group discussions" which are designed to test the concept and revise it to reflect clients' preferences and language. This is performed by a structured process involving showing the product concept to a group of clients and eliciting their reactions to it. On the basis of each focus group discussion, the concept is further refined prior to presentation to the next focus group discussion, until the product concept has been polished into a product prototype that is:  Clear and simple to understand;  Expressed in clients' language; and  Priced in the most acceptable way for the clients. Don't call us kids! We're smarter than that Children prefer to save at home in a box Children fear going to banks They want to know how much savings they have once in a while
The "Smart Student's Savings Scheme" gives students the chance to save in the MFI bank for their own important needs. Students' savings are collected weekly at school assembly Statements are issued quarterly The "Savings for Kids" account offers:  Opening and minimum balance of Ksh. 500  Unlimited access and  2.5% interest on accounts >Ksh.5,000
Increase the opening balance -our parents will pay this anyway! Interest is not important A chance to win a prize in a lottery would be preferable
The "Smart Student's Savings Scheme" account offers:  Minimum balance of Ksh. 1,000  Unlimited access and  A quarterly lottery for savers with more than Ksh. 2,500 in their accounts. Great prizes: bikes, cell phones and cash ! Thus the refined product prototype communicates the benefits putting the concept the way consumer would understand and relate to it. The prototype is a simple, unambiguous, simple description of the product. Most MFIs fail to conduct this important little step and many have suffered as staff struggle to communicate their products to the clients and potential clients. Furthermore, many MFIs take excessively complex products described in technical language to the market. The result is that the MFIs then discover that their clients have misunderstood the products and are angered to learn that the terms are not as they had thought. Or that potential clients have not been able to understand the product and thus make a decision on whether to buy them. It is a reasonable rule of thumb to say that if it is not possible to describe the product 's terms and conditions in 5-7 concise sentences, it is too complex for staff and clients alike.
Testing the Product Prototype Through Quantitative Research
The next and final step before moving to pilot test is optional, and usually only undertaken when the product prototype will cost a great deal of time/effort to pilot test (for example if the MFI's systems will require significant re-engineering) or is considered high risk by the MFI.
Once the MFI has developed the product prototype qualitatively, it is important to find out:  The proportion of target customers who find the idea appealing;  Who are most and least likely to buy the product;  How different the product is perceived to be from the competition; and  If the appeal of the prototype is limited, to find out why that is.
A well-conducted prototype test will allow the MFI to find out the level of appeal of the prototype. This is done through a survey instrument that involves describing the product and asking the respondents if they would buy it and why/why not. This information will allow the MFI to further refine the idea if necessary or to refine the marketing of the product so that it is targeted more specifically to the most appropriate market.
On the other hand, a well-conducted pilot test will also find out this information with an even higher degree of certainty since quantitative research asking potential clients "would you buy this product" leads to information on theoretical demand, whereas a pilot test will provide actual demand.
Thus, if the risks and costs are low, the MFI might want to move straight into pilot testing. Directly pilot-testing a product provides a more comprehensive overview of the issues/opportunities that the MFI may face as it "rolls-out" the product. Moving directly to pilot testing is more likely to be appropriate for small/medium MFIs able to react/adjust quickly to the results of the pilot test.
The Pilot Test How?
Of the series of activities that make up the formal process of product development, one of the most important is pilot testing of the product prototype. The pilot testing process can be broken down into ten steps that, if followed carefully, can minimise the chance for a loss of control of the test and provide valuable information that management can use to improve the product. If all steps are followed, management can ensure a successful decision about the roll-out of the product in its final form.
These steps complement each other in a comprehensive manner, and flow easily from one activity to the next: 1. Composing the multi-disciplinary pilot test team 2. Defining the objectives of the pilot test 3. Documenting the product definitions and procedures 4. Developing the testing protocol/performance indicators 5. Modelling the financial projections 6. Developing customer marketing materials 7. Installing/instilling all systems 8. Training the relevant staff 9. Commencing the product test 10. Reviewing the product as per the protocol
The pilot-test can examine: how many people join, what type of people join, how the product is perceived/used, "cannibalisation", clients' positive and negative reactions and impact on staff/finances. In many cases full analysis of these issues will require the MFI's staff to go back to market research techniques outlined above -thus completing the iterative, feed-back loop-based process of product development. This is done in order to adjust initial costing data, delivery mechanisms/systems, pricing, marketing etc.
The MFI should pay careful attention to both the financial and organisational results of introducing the new product, both on a short and medium term basis. Regular visits to the pilot branch(es) should examine the effects on the number and nature of clients, on the workload of staff at all levels of the organisation, and on costs, liquidity, capital funds and ultimately profitability.
Clearly, these will change over time and the "short and medium term", and will vary according to the speed of marketing outreach and resulting client take-up of the new products, as well as the timeframe of the products on offer. It is often easier to understand the dynamics of products with a shorter maturity than those that require longer-term commitments from the MFI and its clients. Nonetheless, as soon as possible, the MFI should attempt to project the long-term financial and organisational implications of the product being pilot tested.
How Long?
How long the pilot-test should run depends on the nature of the product being tested. Longer-term products will require a longer pilot-test (1-2years), whereas shorter-term ones a shorter time (6 months -1 year). This also depends on how effectively the product is marketed and thus the level of knowledge and uptake in the community. Under all circumstances, the MFI should monitor the pilot-test carefully and continue it until they feel that they have gathered all the information necessary on delivering the product and its implications for the institution's finances and systems.
Note also that the seasonal nature of income and expenditure can have important implications for financial services: savings dependent on harvests, loans required for specific events (school fees or planting/weeding seasons) etc. Thus these can have important implications for the length of time that a pilot test should run.
Does it Really Work?
This approach to market research and product development is built on years of practical work in Asia and Africa. It has been used successfully from East Europe to Latin America and diverse institutional settings from monolithic Postal Savings Banks to small NGO-MFIs. It has been used to develop start-up rural financial systems to simply refining existing products.
BURO, Tangail in Bangladesh continues to be one of the more profitable and innovative MFIs in that country and is distinguished by its broad-range of financial services as well as an ability to charge an interest rate on its loans that is higher than that of the fierce competition in its area. It is able to charge this interest rate to cover the costs of providing the highly-valued, broad range of savings services it offers to its clients. Tanzania Postal Bank (TPB) has developed and refined, the "DQA", a card-based savings account that has cut costs by around 50% and attracted 50,000 clients into the bank in the one and half years since starting the roll-out of the product. Furthermore, the new product is changing TPB's market position from that of an old, slow parastatal bank that did not care into a fast, modern, listening bank that is responsive to its clients' needs. "DQA has made it possible for the bank to handle more customers faster -especially on the side of making withdraws." "TPB has puts itself in our position, so I am not surprised that they introduced DQA to ease our burdens" -TPB clients.
The Power of Client-Responsive Product Refinement
Extracted from Coetzee et al., 2002 "The market research made it clear Equity Building Society would need to quickly address the perceived exorbitant price and attendant charges of the loans. Equity would have to seek to re-price and re-package its loan products if it was to counter and overcome the threat from SACCOs and other competitors.
In the short term, the company would carry out a quick product differentiation in the various features of the loan products to address the needs of each market segment. The research team prepared a list of things to be acted on immediately which included: reviewing the interest rates and restating them in client language, print brochures outlining the product changes, displaying bank tariffs in the banking halls, reconstitute a professional marketing team to carry out the changes and transform Equity's image in the market -all these were formulated out of client responses as result of the market research.
The results of this initial product refinement were marked by an overwhelming client response towards Equity as an institution and its products and services. To test the effect of the market research, Equity decided not to aggressively market the new refinement measures but instead monitor to see what responses would ensue that could be attributed solely to the market research exercise. Soon after the market research, the number of accounts opened in a day jumped from an average of 20 -30 to about 200."
But do more customers necessarily translate into increase profitability and sustainability? It is for this reason that the costing of financial services is conducted as an integral and necessary part of the product development process. This allows the MFI to price its services to cover its costs.
Equity Building Society's profits leapt by over 100% with the rapid growth in the number of customers it serves as a result of the product refinements outlined above -from Ksh.55 million ($705,128) 
Nice Theory but in Practice, How Much Will All This Cost?
The cost of conducting market research and product development clearly depends on the nature and scope of the research programme. A piece of market research conducted by a medium sized MFI intent on refining its products to reduce it drop outs will cost less than an extensive programme of "open-field" market research designed to scope out business opportunities in a new area or to develop brand new products. Furthermore the cost of the pilot test will depend on the length that the pilot test will run and the number of issues that it generates. The table below provides a rough guide to how long the process of market research should take, from inception to having a prototype ready for pilot testing. Clearly this will vary from MFI to MFI depending on the skills of their staff and the quality of their management and financial information systems, but Table 7 . gives a rough idea. 
